
Bank group CSA Vicky
Hayward has become the
latest victim of spate of
draconian sackings and
disciplinary procedures that
has already seen Alex
McGuigan and Noel Roberts
sacked, and Supervisor Glen
Hart disciplined for simply doing his job (see
back page).

As the RMT statement says: “Vicky had an
accident at work. But a manager decided that
he did not believe her, and says that the CCTV
did not show the accident. But neither Vicky
nor her rep were able to see the footage, which
was destroyed.

“If LUL gets away with this, it could be you
next time.

“You could have a false allegation made
against you, then managers get to look at the
CCTV footage and condemn you on the basis
of what they say it showed - without you even
having the right to look at it yourself.

“It is a basic principle of justice that all
evidence must be available to both sides to
scrutinise.

“By LUL’s own admission:

• There was “no other evidence” against
Vicky apart from the CCTV footage.

• CCTV evidence ought to be made
available to the member and the rep.

• Vicky’s sickness was properly certificated.
• The CDI brief contained many inaccuracies

and inconsistencies.
“RMT is supporting Vicky in appealing

against her sacking, and in taking legal action.”
The union is also campaigning for Alex

McGuigan, a Northern Line driver sacked after
failing a drugs and alcohol test in which the
company failed to uphold its own procedures
and protocols, and Noel Roberts, dismissed
under capability despite everyone from his
local management to his GP to LU’s own
“Occupational Health” department declaring
him fit for work. Drivers in Alex’s depot are
being balloted for industrial action to win his
reinstatement.

It’s good that the union is taking a firm
stand against these sackings. Whatever union
you’re in, get behind the RMT’s campaign to
reinstate Vicky, Noel, and Alex. If the
company gets away with sacking them, none
of us are safe.
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The struggle of the Kurdish people,
especially in the city of Kobane in
“Syrian” Kurdistan, against the genocidal,
clerical-fascism of the “Islamic State” is as
inspiring as the situation as a whole is
tragic.
Tubeworker was pleased to see that the

Central Line East branch of the RMT passed
an excellent motion in support of the Kurds,
which you can read at
workersliberty.org/kurdish motions.

We should have no confidence
whatsoever in the potential of US or NATO-
led airstrikes or invasions to help maters. In
fact, they could make the situation worse.
But at the same time, we should support the
Kurdish fighters’ right to call for aid,
including military aid and support, from
wherever they can get it. 

Kurdish activists in London, and those
standing in solidarity with them, have held
demonstrations and protests in or near
some of our workplaces recently, including
one at Oxford Circus that led to the station
being evacuated (helpfully making the case,
along the way, to end the madness of LU’s
staffing cuts: there was nowhere near
enough staff on the gateline to respond to
the protest safely).

We’re pleased to see the wave of town-
centre protests across the UK, including in
Trafalgar Square, in equally eye-catching
and atention-grabbing locations, where,
hopefully, more people can participate.
Further demonstrations in solidarity with
Kobane will take place in London and
around the world on 1 November:
Tubeworker encourages anyone who can to

atend such demos.
For more info on

the global rally in
solidarity with
Kobane, see:
bit.ly/kobane-rally

SUPPORT THE

KURDS AGAINST

“ISLAMIC STATE”

REINSTATE VICKY,
NOEL, AND ALEX!

The strikes planned for 14-16 October were
called off, after RMT negotiators decided the
concessions won from LU management were
enough to suspend the action. Those
concessions are real, and will make a
difference to workers’ lives.

They include:
• The inclusion of medically-restricted staff

in salary/location guarantees
• A slight reduction in the level of staffing

cuts
• Less disruption of the

negotiation/representation structures
• Negotiations and consultation can

continue: no forced move to an
“implementation phase”

Make no mistake: none of those
concessions would have been achieved
without our campaign of industrial action,
and our threat to strike on 14-16 October. The
communication from LU management which
announced the suspension of the strike
contained all the usual guff about how
“pointless” the proposed strikes were... but
then went on to admit that concessions had
been granted, proving that strikes, or the
threat of strikes, are far from “pointless”!

But we’re still facing a huge fight.

Management still wants to slash jobs and
close every ticket office on the network. We
should still try and stop them.

The cycle of calling incidental strikes
(which we sometimes carry out, and
sometimes suspend following limited
concessions) can’t be sustained forever. At
some point, we will, to put it bluntly, either
have to step up, or give up.

Ever since we began the “Every Job
Maters” campaign, we’ve been chipping
away at management’s plans, securing real
concessions along the way. 

But if we want to topple the whole thing,
we need to discuss what level of action is
necessary for that. It’s not time to give up
yet. Let’s step up!

VOTE EAMONN

LYNCH FOR RMT

EXECUTIVE!
Tubeworker is backing Eamonn Lynch for elec-

tion to the London Transport seat on the RMT’s
Executive. Ballot papers will be sent to mem-
bers’ homes soon. For info on Eamonn’s cam-

paign, see: facebook.com/el4ec

EVERY JOB MATTERS: WHAT WE’VE WON,

AND WHAT WE COULD WIN...

FROM THE PRIMEVAL

SWAMP...

Tory Defence Minister Michael Fallon is
under fire for his comments that towns in
Eastern England are being “swamped”
with immigrants.
Tubeworker, on the other hand, feels

that our towns, our elections, and our
media are being “swamped” with racist
politicians and nasty comments like 
Fallon’s!



WOT NO VACANCY

FILLING?
It’s good to see LUL recruiting some new
CSAs - not that the company had any choice,
as it’s stations would have closed without
them.

What is less good is that they are being
placed over-establishment at stations,
including at stations which have vacancies. The
existing staff at the top of the waiting lists for
those vacancies are not being allowed to move
into them!

The pretext is, of course, Fit for the Future -
Stations (FFS). But why should that prevent
us moving? Even if we get moved again if and
when it happens, that shouldn’t stop us from
working where we want to for a while.

“THERE IS NO NEED TO

BUY A TICKET”
Has a Supervisor at your station recorded and
programmed the new PA about contactless
payment yet?

It says that, since contactless payment is now
available, they can save time as “there is no
need to top up or buy a ticket”!

It’s only about 10 seconds long, but it tells us
so much about the company’s vision of the
future. They want a system where everyone
comes into the station with their contactless
card in hand, ready to travel, without needing
to interact with any staff (or even a machine!). 

They want the passengers to be automated
as well as the system!

DEFEND GLEN HART!
As well as abusing its own procedures to sack
Alex, Noel, and Vicky, LUL also stood down
Station Supervisor Glen Hart for following
the rulebook and closing his station when it
fell below minimum staffing numbers.

Glen was taking part in a union overtime
ban, and refused to work through his meal
break, meaning the station would have been
unsupervised and therefore had to close.
Despite Glen’s actions being absolutely to the
leter of LU procedure and the law, he was
stood down and threatened with a drugs and
alcohol test (which are not supposed to be used
punitively).

Take a stand against authoritarian sackings
and discipline!

BEATING LONE

WORKING
Workers stood firm when local management
atempted to introduce lone working at
Stonebridge Park.

Management wanted to use lone-working to
carry out late-shift detrainments, arguing that
the presence of security contractors provided
adequate support.

They backed down after being challenged
by union reps and members, and lone
working was withdrawn.

GETTING THE NUMBERS

RIGHT
Tubeworker received a report of local
management trying to cut corners on safety
by using medically-restricted staff to make up
minimum numbers at a Zone 1 station.

That is technically within the leter of the
law, but union reps argued that the staff
needed more cover to carry out all potential
duties, and demanded extra staff. 

Just like in the Stonebridge Park case,
management backed down. Standing your
ground gests results!

THIRTY MINUTES?
Management’s commitment that no-one will
be displaced more than 30 minutes travelling
time from your current location sounds quite
good, doesn’t it?

It’s certainly beter than nothing. But don’t
celebrate yet, though: not until you’ve sat
down with a map and worked out how far that
can take you. For most central London stations,
30 minutes takes you so far out of the centre
that more than half of the total number of
stations are in scope!

And remember: 30 minutes on the timetable
will often take more than 30 minutes in
practice, for example if it introduces an extra
change into your journey to work - let alone if
there are service delays. And 30 minutes on a
train means many more than 30 minutes in a
staff taxi.

Even if it were no more than 30 minutes,
that’s still five hours per week - of our time, not
theirs. No thanks.

We should definitely look this particular
gift horse in the mouth.

What is Tubeworker?
Tubeworker is a rank-and-file socialist 
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RMT WOMEN’S EVENT: END

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN!

6:30pm, Tuesday 25 November, P21 Gallery,

Chalton Street, NW1 1JD

On 25 November, the UN day for the Elimination of Violence
Against Women, please join an evening of discussion with
trade unionists and feminist campaigners on how to eradicate

violence against women from our workplaces and society.

Campaign speakers include:
* Gona Saeed, Kurdish and Middle Eastern Women's Organisation, on honour killings
in Iraqi Kurdistan
* A speaker from the campaign to end female genital mutilation
* Eileen Best, Chair of Unison's Women's Commitee (invited)
* Plus Janine Booth, RMT rep and European Transport Workers' Federation women's
commitee, performs her poetry.
* Chair: Becky Crocker, RMT Women's Advisory Commitee chair.

For more information, please email j.webb@rmt.org.uk

LU: WAKE UP TO OUR

LACK OF SLEEP!
An item on LU’s
intranet entitled
“Are we geting
enough sleep?” has
prompted
responses from
many of us.

The Intranet tells
us LU will use a
“Readiband” watch-
type tool, which
“detects the wearer’s quality of sleep and
wake periods”, to measure the impact of
fatigue on the team working on the Bank
tunnelling project.

A 70% reading on the Readiband equates
to the same physical condition as being at
the drink-driving limit. Hopefully this
monitoring will expose the contradiction of
LU policing drugs and alcohol consumption
yet imposing rosters that actively deprive us
of sleep and cause the same physical effects!

Many staff beyond the Bank tunnelling
project have responded by saying that we
would like this monitoring too, as we’re
permanently in a state of fatigue. Night
shifts every four weeks, 12-hour shifts at
weekends, short turnarounds from lates to
earlies, and a disproportionate number of
extreme shifts are just some of the
observations.

“Fit For the Future - Stations” will
increase fatigue. There will be fewer of us
covering 24/7 rosters, including night
running. Our bodies will be pushed and
pulled in all directions, we won’t know
when to sleep or eat. That’s the physical
reality of the “flexibility” LU wants from us.

We need a major campaign about fatigue
to protect our health, not just from current
punishing work conditions, but from the
even worse future that awaits us unless we
defeat LU’s planned cuts.


